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    This computer management system is a symbol for the public security authority 
to be on the way of scientific and modernized management. It can network and 
informationize the daily law enforcement, handling case and internal personnel 
management, etc. The user can refer to the basic archives, attendance records, salary 
information, personal post changes of the police, etc. on it. It can make the 
management of the police group simpler, more accurate and faster. More over it can 
save management costs for the public security authority. 
The personnel management system for the public security bureau described in 
this dissertation is designed on the basis of analysis to the actual needs in the 
personnel management of public security bureau. This system is developed on the 
basis of the C/S model. It applied data synchronous technology in order to have the 
local data and the long-distance ones synchronously transmitted and shared jointly, 
which can effective reduce the long-distance allocation and lower down the load of 
the network so as to have the local data localized in real time.  
This system is composed of 6 sub-systems. They are user browsing module, 
personnel archive management module, attendance management module, personal 
assignment management module, personnel event management module and user 
management module. This dissertation first focuses on analyzing the transaction 
procedure in order to determine the functional requirements for the system and the 
non-functional ones. Then it forms the frames of the system and the modules of each 
functional module. As a result, the required interlace for the system and the data bank 
were designed accordingly. This system can centralize the management of personal 
information and the personnel-related work process of the public security authorities. 
Therefore it is very convenient for the public security authorities to establish a more 
perfect and stronger personal information system data bank. It is developed on the 
basis of .NET2005.和 SQL 2005 Express, using the C# design operation controller 
and programming procedures to finishing the functions like data input, modification, 
storage, allocation, inquiry, etc.  
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